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JCM AMERICAN PROVIDES TOTAL CURRENCY SOLUTION SYSTEM TO 

WYNN LAS VEGAS 
 

JCM’s Breakthrough UBA Product Debuts at New Las Vegas Resort 
 
LAS VEGAS (May 9, 2005)– Known worldwide for its bill validators and currency solutions, JCM 

American has supplied a total currency solution to the new Wynn Las Vegas. Now celebrating its 

grand opening, Wynn Las Vegas received the very latest in currency solutions, including two 

products making their world premiere – JCM’s Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA) and Plastic Cash 

Box (PCB). Linking the slot floor with the back-of-house is JCM’s Intelligent Cash Box (ICB). 

 

After extensive competitive evaluations, Wynn Resorts has chosen the UBA for the Las Vegas 

and Macau casinos because of its innovative features and the overall service capabilities of JCM. 

Wynn Las Vegas is the world’s first property operating completely with 100 percent JCM currency 

solution technology. Wynn Macau is also slated to receive the UBA/ICB/PCB total currency 

solution. 

 

JCM President Aki Isoi said, “We are very honored to be selected by Wynn Resorts, a company 

with a renowned reputation for excellence and accepting only the very best. We are excited to be 

working with this cutting edge property and providing the very latest in currency technology.” 

 

(more) 



 

Debuting at Wynn Las Vegas is the groundbreaking UBA, the next generation bill validator that 

can accept multiple currencies simultaneously in one version of software. The UBA sports the 

latest sensing technology, utilizing magnetic and optical sensors; a self-centering mechanism; 

three-time automatic retry feature; on-board memory; and front-access USB download port. The 

UBA is completed by its forward/backward-compatible, high-impact Plastic Cash Box. 

 

Linking the slot floor and the backend is the ICB system. The ICB increases efficiency by 

reducing common human error in casino drop and count processes. The ICB automatically links 

the cash box to gaming asset and supplies independent data directly from the bill validators and 

provides accounting accuracy across entire gaming floor.  

 

About JCM 
JCM American Corporation is the industry leader in currency handling systems and provides 

products, software and services to the gaming, vending, banking, amusement, and petroleum 

industries. Since 1995, its products have validated an estimated $2.2 trillion in currency for the 

gaming industry alone. From its international headquarters in Osaka, Japan, and subsidiaries in 

Düsseldorf, Hong Kong, London, Sydney and its U.S. headquarters in Las Vegas, JCM’s 

progressive spirit continually sets worldwide industry standards with innovative products such as 

the World Bill Acceptor (WBA), Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA), Trident Table Safe System and 

Intelligent Cash Box (ICB). For more information, visit www.jcm-american.com.  
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